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How to winterize rain bird sprinklers

Score: 0% Rank: Correct Answer: Start Quiz >> Save money and your sprinkler system by minimizing sprinkler repair caused by frozen lines by prepping the system ahead of time. Unless you live in a warm climate, you won’t need it all season anyway. You could hire a pro, but winterization is doable as a DIY.Gather SuppliesDo-it-yourself lawn
sprinkler winterization is relatively straightforward. But before you get started, make sure you have the necessary tools and materials on hand. These include: An air compressor: Unless the sprinkler system’s irrigation lined are on a downward-facing slope, you’ll need an air compressor to blow the lines. Look for one that’s around 10 cubic-feet-perminute. Quick connect hose adapters make fast, easy work of connecting the compressor hose to the sprinkler system’s blow-out port. Goggles to protect your eyes. Keep your phone handy or get a set of walkie talkies so you can stay in touch with a helper. Hooking Up the Air CompressorThe goal is to use the air compressor to blow the water out of
all the lines of your lawn sprinkler. If moisture is left inside, it’ll freeze. That can wreak havoc on your hoses and other sprinkler system parts, leaving you with sizable lists for sprinkler replacement parts and hefty sprinkler repair bills. So, start by hooking up the air compressor using these simple steps: Close the valves on your sprinkler system’s
backflow preventer and the main supply valve to avoid damaging the system with compressed air. Close the valve to the compressor and take the plug out of the blow-out port. Add a quick-connect adapter to the port to connect it to the compressor. Blowing Out the Lines by ZoneA normal residential air compressor isn’t powerful enough to blow the
entire system out at once. Instead, you’ll need to work by zone. Each zone has its own sprinkler head.Adjust the air compressor’s pressure to 50 pound-per-square-inch (psi) if your pipe system is made of polyethylene or 80 psi if your pipes are PVC. Start by opening the drain valve on the end of the line in the zone farthest away from you. Slowly open
the compressor valve and blow air into the sprinkler. You’ll see water coming out of the drain valve and possibly the sprinkler heads. Once the water stops, close the compressor valve and the drain valve in that zone. Continue to the next.Finishing Your Lawn Sprinkler WinterizationOnce you’ve completed blowing the lines in each zone, re-open the
backflow, stop and waste valves. This allows any water left in there to drain out. Then wrap the pipe behind the main valve in insulating foam covered with a tied plastic bag. Disconnect any removable pumps or cover integrated pumps with a plastic bag. Then turn the control panel off for winter.Winterizing Sprinkler Systems on a SlopeIf your
sprinkler system is on a slope, the winterization process is a bit easier. Turn off the water supply and open the drain valves. Let all the water drain out before capping the valves. Wrap the pipe behind the main valve and cover it with a plastic bag to protect it from freezing. Disconnect or cover any pumps and turn the control panel off. MORE FROM
QUESTIONSANSWERED.NET You cannot keep the sprinkler system wide-open on the ground during the freezing winter. If you live in an area where the temperature tends to go below zero during the winter, winterization to your sprinkler system becomes a must.If you have installed a Rain Bird sprinkler system on your lawn, this article will help you
winterize your sprinkler system with decent proficiency. We will try to be specific enough with our process so that you don't become bored going through the process.This simple DIY process does not require any professional knowledge. Everyone with a primary knowledge of pop up sprinkler systems and components will be able to complete the
process with proper guidelines.And this article is going to be the guideline to winterize your Rain Bird sprinkler system-There are three different methods you may follow to winterize your Rain Bird sprinkler system. The process depends according to the type of system you have. Some draining systems require you to use advanced tools, whereas
many others may allow you to complete the draining without any additional tools. The three processes we will follow to winterize our sprinkler system are-Manual draining.Automatic Draining.Blow out Draining.Before we start discussing each and every step, here are some of the precautions everyone should maintain to winterize a sprinkler systemPrecautionsThe first precautionary step you need to take to winterize any sprinkler system is turning off the water supply. C’mon! You cannot keep the water flow intact while winterizing the sprinkler system. Some sprinkler systems do use a water timer to control the water flow. If you are using such a sprinkler system, turn off the time before
starting the winterization process.Use eye protection goggles to protect your eyes from physical damage. If you remove the drain cap or pressure valve before removing the pressure, it can cause serious damage to your eye.Step one: Manual drainingThe first step of draining the water manually is opening the control valve of the sprinkler system from
the timer. You can do the task manually or electrically. Removing the control valve will allow the sprinkler system to reduce pressure on the mainline.While opening the valve, you need to be super careful. Do not try to open the valve too fast. It may cause the system to drain the pressure at a rapid speed, making the system vulnerable.You need to
repeat the same process again and again according to the number of all manual drives.Step two: Automatic drainingIf your sprinkler system has an automatic drain valve, you have to face less trouble to complete the process. You just need to shut off the drain valves to let the system do the draining on itself.Once the drain valve is off, the automatic
function will remove water from the system without any interventions.Step three: Blow out drainingYou can complete these step by following two different methods. The first step is doing the process by activating the sprinkler control valves from the timer. On the other hand, the next step is b activating the valves manually. Here are the proceduresYou will require a compressor hose to the work.First of all, you will need to relieve the air pressure by activating a circuit from the timer. We recommend using the furthest distance to activate the circuit.After that, install the compressor hose to the blowout adapter.You need to reduce the psi level of the pressure regulating valve. The Rain Bird
recommends you set the pressure to 50psi.Now turn on the compressor to start the blowing method. You should not blow any circuit for more than 2 minutes. It can deteriorate the condition.Remember that turning off the timer during this process may cause a blunder. Be very specific about your process.You may drain a circuit twice to ensure a
perfect blowout. Once you have done blowing out all the zones, keep one zone on before shutting down the compressor.After that, remove the compressor from the system and turn off the timer to keep your sprinkler system in hibernation.You need to relieve the water pressure from the system before attaching the compressor hose. Open the manual
shutoff handle slowly from any one of the control valves. After that, connect the compression hose to the blow out adapter. After that, set the pressure to 50psi to ensure safe water draining.You need to do the blowing out one by one. Turn on the exact station you want to blow out first.The condition remains safe for this section, too. You should not
drain a circuit for more than two minutes.Once you have done winterizing the first station, move to the second one. Once you have moved to the next station, turn off the previous circuit properly.After draining all the compartments, turn the compression hose off to remove it from the system.Note:We recommend you to check this pdf file from Rain
Bird to winterize your sprinkler system during the winter .pdf. Besides, you can also watch some videos from YouTube to complete a DIY winterization.Winterization of the sprinkler system prevents damage and deterioration during the winter. If you prefer irrigation on your lawn or yards, a sprinkler system always comes as a handy tool. Winter is a
barren month, forcing everyone to remain in hibernation. If you don't ensure good protection to your sprinkler system during winter, it would not provide the same functionality during the next spring. Doing the winterization process is a simple job anyone can do with proper knowledge. You just need the proper instruction and guidelines to complete
the process. When the leaves start falling and temperatures drop, it is time to shut down the sprinkler system.Winterizing your sprinkler system will help avoid damage caused by freezing temperatures. The steps necessary for protecting your irrigation system now, will help your avoid potential costly repairs in the spring.There are some claims of
irrigation systems being self-draining. This might be true, but should you gamble on it?Drains can get clogged or forgotten to be opened, water can be trapped in low spots; the list goes on and on. For the added safety and fairly low cost of winterizing with an air compressor, it’s not worth the gamble. Blowing out our irrigation system with an air
compressor has been proven to be the best method being used today.The video below shows step in blowing out a sprinkler system!No matter which method you employ (Blow Out is the most thorough) there are 4 steps you need to take to make sure your system is ready for winter.3. Drain the pipes – Blowing out sprinkler system4. Protect valves and
backflow preventers.1. Insulate your assetsThe water supply to the irrigation system needs to be shut off, and the main valve needs protection from freezing – consider insulation. Also, any above ground piping needs to be insulated.2. Stay in controlIf you have an automatic system then you will need to “shut down” the controller (timer). Most
controllers have a “rain-mode” which simply shuts off the signals to the valves. The controller continues to keep time, the programming information isn’t lost (start times, valve run times, etc.) and the clock continues to run throughout the winter.Just in case: Make sure to write down the stations, start times and run times so you can easily reprogram
it.3. Drain the pipesRemove any water from the pipes and sprinklers so that it won’t freeze/expand and break the pipe. There are several ways to drain your pipes: a manual drain valve, an automatic drain valve or the compressed air blow-out method. Check with your local irrigation specialist, many offer sprinkler winterization services this time of
the year.When using compressed air to blow out an irrigation system, take extreme care. Compressed air can cause serious eye injury as well as other injury from flying debris. For safety eye protection, always wear ANSI approved eyewear, and during the blowing out period, and do not stand over any irrigation pipes, sprinklers, valves or other
irrigation components. SERIOUS PERSONAL INJURY MAY RESULT IF YOU DO NOT PROCEED AS RECOMMENDED!Do not let the air pressure exceed 80 PSI for PVC piping sprinkler systems and 50 PSI for systems using polyethylene piping.Never stand over irrigation component parts when the system is pressurized with air.Never leave an air
compressor unattended.Do not blow out the system through a pump or backflow. Blow out the system first, then drain the pump or backflow.Do not leave any manual drain valves in the open position after blowing them out.4. Protect valves and backflow preventersInsulate backflow preventers and valves if they are above ground. You can also use
insulation tape for this. Be sure not to block the air vents and drain outlets on backflow preventers.Following these 4 Steps will help you get your sprinkler system ready for winter and be on stand by for spring.Rainbird has produced a detailed Winterize irrigation system guide PDF – You can download hereSource: Rainbird | Hunter | John Deere
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